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let’s get it!
We’re excited for you to be sharing nooma

We put together this guide to make things easier for you 
during your Sweaty Sampling! We trust you’re a pro and 
know the NOOMA brand well but take a look over this 
guide to ensure the best possible sampling!



event checklist
preparation is key

The appropriate number of NOOMA drinks

Ice

Cooler

Signage and coupon cards



chilling nooma
cold is key

NOOMA should be chilled for AT LEAST 2 HOURS 
BEFORE the event. NOOMA is best cold so serving it cold 
is very important.



event set-up
Set up NOOMA in a place that is highly visible but not in the 
way of the event. 

Set up before people start showing up so they see 
NOOMAs as they walk in

Display your coupon cards and be sure to offer them 
to people that take a drink

Put a few drinks on the table so people can see the 
product, not for them to take

When it comes time to pass out drinks (before or 
after depending on the event) keep the lid of the 
cooler open

Make yourself available to answer any questions 
regarding NOOMA



sharing nooma
Before and/or after the event announce that you have 
FREE drinks to share with everyone and that everyone 
gets a coupon card with their drink.

It is typically best to share sports drinks at the end of 
the event and pre-workouts before the event

Give everyone a full drink, no samples

Be proactive with the coupon cards, this is the best 
time to get a lot of points added to your Infinity 
Rewards account!



pitching nooma
We’ve found the most important things to do pitching 
NOOMA products are quickly describing the product, using 
a comparison, sticking to the most important points, and 
authentically sharing what you love most about NOOMA.

Pitching the NOOMA Sports Drink
“I brought NOOMA’s organic sports drink for everyone to 
try. Think of it as a replacement for Gatorade except they 
use real ingredients and don’t add any sugar. I personally 
love the taste and how good it makes me feel after a 
tough workout. Everyone gets a free one today!”

Pitching the NOOMA Pre-Workout
“I brought NOOMA’s organic pre-workout drink for 
everyone to try. Think of it as a healthier, real-ingredient 
replacement for those super high caffeine, crazy fitness 
energy drinks. I love one right before my workout after a 
long day. Everyone gets a free one today!”



have fun!
Sharing NOOMA at events is the best :)

+ Get a picture or two of people enjoying NOOMA and 
tag @drinknooma or send them to us so we can share on 
Instagram

+ Encourage people to share their NOOMA pictures on 
Instagram and tag @drinkNOOMA


